The “Terry Lamb” Black Friday 2020 Offer
Is everyone offering you a discount today? For more “info” that you may not
even use or let-alone, implement?
I’m going to “rebel” against that and be REAL with you.
You don’t need any more information.
You need something A LOT more specific.
What You Have VS What You Need!
1. Accountability
- you have to admit, doing this “online business” thing on your own
has not worked. Your “addicted to learning” brain is not serving you.
2. Consistency
- imagine having an ACTUAL plan of action, and implementing it
“consistently”. You don’t have a REAL plan of action because you are
overwhelmed, don’t know what to do or who/what to follow. You don’t
have it but know you need it.
3. Confidence
- confidence comes from clarity. Imagine getting clear on what you
are supposed to be doing to create an income online.
4. Throw Safety Aside
- it’s safe to continue learning, add/follow a new guru, take another
course, watch another video, buy another opportunity. Safety (where
you are hiding) is not where true success comes from.
5. More Clarity
- clear your social media, clear your desk, clear your mind, get
focused. Dig into what you already have & already know you can
profit from, or let me give you access for pennies, even free.
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WARNING! You don’t need another opportunity; but you DO need the right
one(s).
You don’t need more training, you NEED to get Sales & Marketing handled.
Note: I’ve decided to STOP selling money making programs and instead
just give you FREE access. What YOU do need is the 5 items shown
above and here’s how you get them.
I’ll personally deliver what you need (see above), on a DAILY basis.
Here is what I can do for you.
I’m offering what others can’t/won’t.
And that is to; meet daily for “at least” 30 minutes to get this handled, for
as long as it takes. Until you profit wildly OR give up and quit because you
aren’t cut out for this (wouldn’t it be nice to know IF online money making is
for you or not?).
Need to learn sales and marketing? done - I’ll show you what I know, what I
use and proof of what I do - so you can duplicate it.
AND THIS IS HUGE! >> Need a profitable “program” or rather, something
to sell? (that actually sells) then I’ll do my best to just give it to you. I have
access to $100,000+ of programs / licenses / affiliate-offers: you won’t need
to “invest” in them, you just need to promote them with my guidance. HINT:
top affiliates (ME) get these programs for FREE, I’ll pass that on to you.
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The price?
For the first 12 weeks, the cost is $497 per month. This price can be
reduced to $347 if you choose to use the same foundational marketing
tools/services as I do to run my business online.
Starting week 13, it’s $647 per month.
No contract to stay more than 30 days at any given time.
OUR GOAL TOGETHER: you won’t care what it costs monthly to work with
me 30 minutes per day; you’ll eventually be making at least that much and
growing to earn more every month; our time spent together DAILY
becomes your asset that earns you more and more monthly OR you quit
(because it’s not for you); period!
*Let me define “asset” for those that don’t fully understand what I mean: an
asset is something you purchase and at some relevant point in time it earns
more money than it cost. SO up front, factually, it really doesn’t cost you a
dime; and in fact it costs you more NOT to own it or have access to it
because of what it could have earned you. That’s called a no-brainer.
THE ONLY WAY TO APPLY FOR THIS OFFER IS TO…
Have a quick conversation/interview with me to see IF you qualify. Use
THIS LINK to get on my text message list and I’ll communicate with you
directly.
===
This price is ONLY good for Black Friday 2020, and in 2021 the pricing
will be at least: $697 for the first month (possibly more), and $997+
every month after that at a minimum, I WILL increase prices
significantly higher.
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